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1 Introduction

Statecharts play an important role in describing dynamic views in speci�cation.
Since they are based on a formal semantic model, they are often considered
subject to formal veri�cation. Approaches for veri�cation via model checking
have been made as early as statecharts were introduced. Thums et. al.[TSOR04]
pursue another path: Statechart semantics are described using Interval Tem-
poral Logic (ITL)[CMZ08]. The idea is to symbolically execute the statechart
and prove temporal properties such as �statex is eventually reached� or �the
value of variable z is always at least 0�. For that purpose a sequent calculus
has been established and successfully implemented into the KIV veri�cation
tool [BRS+08].

In the following we will �rst give a short introduction to both statecharts
and ITL and then concentrate on translation issues, though we tend to avoid
going into all-too-technical detail.

2 Statecharts

Statecharts were �rst introduced by Harel et. al. in 1984 by the well-known
STATEMATE standard[HLN+90]. UML state machines are largely based on
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Figure 1: Example of a statechart with and-states and static reaction
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this de�nition. Statecharts possess a hierarchical structure of states and sub-
states. They can be basic states, i.e. with no substates, or-states, i.e. exactly one
substate is active at once or and-states, i.e. all substates are active at the same
time. Transitions between states are labelled with guard conditions and actions.
In the example given in Fig. 1, the transition from �o�� to �on� is named t1 and
has guard �press� and action �set�. In addition, states can be labelled with static
reactions within them and actions on entering or leaving a state can be de�ned.
However these features do not extend the expressiveness of statecharts and can
easily be simulated.

3 The logical framework

We will be using Interval Temporal Logic (ITL), �rst introduced by Moszkowski
in 1985. An interval formally is a �nite or in�nite sequence of �rst order struc-
tures. The intuitive meaning of a sequence is the time interval on which as-
sumptions are made by temporal formulae. The well-known temporal operators
such as 2 (always), 3 (eventually) and ◦ (next) can be derived. In contrast to
logics like Linear Time Logic (LTL), to deal with �nite intervals, a weak next
operator • is also featured, which does not necessarily require a following point
in time to exist.

De�nition 1 (Semantics of ITL)

• (τ0, . . .) � ψ i� τ0 � ψ for a pure predicate logic formula ψ

• (τ0, τ1, . . .) � 2φ i� τ0 � φ and (τ1, . . .) � 2φ

• (τ0) � 2φ (interval of length 1) i� τ0 � φ

• (τ0, τ1, . . .) � ◦φ i� (τ1, . . .) � φ

• (τ0) � ◦φ never holds

The other operators are derived from their duals: 3φ := ¬2¬φ and •φ := ¬◦¬φ.
ITL is far more expressive than LTL. Not only the �niteness of the time structure
can be asserted, but properties like �φ holds on every second point in time�.

Based on the above de�nitions we are able to establish a sequent calculus.
We will give only two rules as an example:

Γ ` φ,∆ Γ ` •2φ,∆
Γ ` 2φ,∆

box− right
(1)

Γ, φ ` ∆ Γ, ◦3φ ` ∆
Γ,3φ ` ∆

diamond− left
(2)

4 Translation into ITL

The basic idea behind translation of statecharts into ITL is to treat traces of
statechart con�gurations as an interval. A con�guration is determined by the
valuation of all statechart variables. A progression from one con�guration to
another will be called a step. Every step computes the variable valuation for
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the following con�guration. Therefore we assign to every variable x a primed
counterpart x′ which valuates to the value of x in the next con�guration, i.e.
βτi(x

′) = βτi+1(x). We associate every state with a predicate of the same name
indicating whether it is active. The statechart itself is considered a set of axioms
from which information on transitions is derived.

In the following, we will �rstly calculate possible steps and then construct
corresponding ITL-formulae inserted into our sequent calculus.

4.1 Calculation of possible steps

We recursively calculate the set Σ of statechart steps which can possibly be
taken. Each step is given as a tuple (γ, T ), where γ is a predicate logic formula
de�ning preconditions (active states and guard con�guration) and T is the set
of transitions which may be taken.

• For a basic state s it is always empty since there are no transitions within
s at all.

• For an or-state, T is required to be non-con�icting, i.e. no two transitions
within the same state must be taken.

• And-states take care that T may be more than a singleton since all sub-
states are active at the same time. So, their set of possible steps calculates
via Cartesian product.

In the above example there are theoretically 32 possible steps, since there
are 4 possible state con�gurations and for any of them there are 4 possible guard
con�gurations for the transitions, summing up to 16. Additionally, the static
reaction could take place in state con�guration. (Given a reasonable starting
con�guration however there are fewer steps, e.g. the static reaction can only
occur within �Count�.) Calculated steps would be (Count ∧ x ≥ k ∧ On ∧
¬swoff, {t3}) or (Off ∧ ¬press ∧ Idle ∧ ¬set, ∅).

So far, we have considered any step allowed by the statechart. In a more
general de�nition, Σ is restricted by an ITL sequent Γ ` ∆, where Γ contains
information about currently active (resp. inactive) states and ∆ is expected to
contain properties to be proven. E.g. if ¬On ∈ Γ, then (On∧ . . . , {t4}) is not a
possible step.

Reconsider the example in Figure 1. If the light is switched on, we will enter
the state �Count�. But if x < k neither transition nor static reaction can be
executed. The corresponding step element therefore has an empty transition set.
This does not mean there is no step and nothing can be done. The resulting
step is called a macro step. In contrast to micro steps it does not modify
the con�guration of the statechart but reads events from the environment (in
our example there are none) and generates a special event called tick. Tick
symbolizes an external time event and � in our example � enables the static
reaction as the upfollowing micro step. This is not to be confused with the time
structure of ITL which is associated with every step.

4.2 Establishing sequent calculus rules

To a given statechart S and sequent Γ ` ∆ we examine every possible step
simultaneously. Each step σ = (γ, T ) ∈ Σ(S,Γ,∆) gives rise to three formulae:
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• cond(σ) � the condition which is just γ,

• exec(σ) which executes the actions symbolically and

• next(σ) which contains information about active states in the next con-
�guration.

Since events are associated with predicates, every event occurring in T is set to
true for the next con�guration by exec. For a macro step, both events from the
environment and tick are set to true, too. next(σ) consists of the conjunction
of all active states and the negation of inactive states for the next con�guration
(depending on the targets of T ). This results in the following sequent rule:

Γ,
∨

σ∈Σ (cond(σ) ∧ exec(σ) ∧ ◦next(σ)) ` ∆
S,Γ ` ∆

sc− unfold
(3)

4.3 Proving the assumptions

So far we have shown how to derive a formal description of possible steps. Now
it is time to use our sequent calculus to prove some properties. Recall the above
example once again. A desired property might be that once the light is on, it
will eventually be o� (without any environmental activities). The corresponding
sequent would be On ` 3Off . With the above construction, this can be proven
in a �nite number (more precisely O(k)) of sequent calculus steps as shown
(heavily simpli�ed) in Fig. 2. Over the �rst few steps, we eventually reach a

(∗)
S, Idle,Off ` Off, ◦3Off

S, Idle,Off ` 3Off
diamond− right

....
S, x =̇ k,On,Count ` 3Off

On,Count, x′ =̇ k, ◦(S ∧On ∧ Count) ` Off, •3Off
sc− step

On,Count, x′ =̇ k, ◦(S ∧On ∧ Count) ` 3Off
diamond− right′

....
S, On,Count ` 3Off....

S, On ` 3Off

Figure 2: A proof tree for On ` 3Off

con�guration where �Count� is active and the value of x′ equals k1. The newly
introduced rule sc− step �nally takes our statechart to the next con�guration.
Therefore leading next operators are removed, primed variables are replaced
and unprimed variables are discarded:

Γ, ζ0, . . . , ζn ` η0, . . . , ηm,∆
Γ′, ◦ζ0, . . . , ◦ζn ` •η0, . . . , •ηm,∆′ sc− step

(4)

1This is achieved due to the very same construction, but we decided to concentrate on the

last step.
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Here, ζi and ηj may be the only temporal logic formulae. They must all be
pre�xed with a next operator, which can be done using temporal logic rules as
given in Section 3. In contrast, Γ′ and ∆′ require to be pure predicate logic.
Γ resp. ∆ is derived by removing all prime symbols (′) and �discarding� (by
applying skolemization) all unprimed variables (i.e. values which held during
the last con�guration).

Obviously, not every (provable) assuption can be veri�ed in a �nite number
of steps. E.g. we want to prove that 2(x ≤ 6) is derivable from the statechart.
Since it lacks �nal states, we have to prove that the property holds for an in�nite
number of con�gurations. However, the initial con�guration reappears within
a �nite number of steps. With some generalization of the sequent we now can
easily close the proof by induction (or invariant method with decreasing variant).

5 Tool support

The construction method presented above has been successfully implemented
into the KIV (Karlsruhe Interactive Veri�er) system. KIV can be used for both
interactive and automated deduction. It does not only feature sequent calculus
for temporal logics such as ITL, but uses statecharts natively as data structures
to operate on. KIV features a declarative language with hierarchical de�nition

Figure 3: KIV screenshot (proving On ` 3Off)

of states. Current development aims at graphical display and editing.
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